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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to explain the pointwise Ergodic Theorem and then to apply 
it to stationary Markov Chains. The Ergodic Theorem is a theorem which shows that the 
time-averages of a stationary sequence of random variables converge almost surely, and 
also gives a way to evaluate the limit of these averages. In the setting of Markov chains, 
the Ergodic Theorem can be used to obtain an important convergence fact about Markov 
chains.  
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  1 
The purpose of this paper is to explain the pointwise Ergodic Theorem and then to apply 
it to stationary Markov Chains. The Ergodic Theorem is a theorem which shows that the 
time-averages of a stationary sequence of random variables (defined below) converge 
almost surely, and also gives a way to evaluate the limit of these averages. In the setting 
of Markov chains, the Ergodic Theorem can be used to obtain an important convergence 
fact about Markov chains. We will define Markov chains later, in Section 5. The chains 
we consider will be sequences of random variables X0, X1,…  taking values in a countable 
state space , and having a transition function . We usually assume that  is irreducible, 
that is, such that the chain can move from any point to any other point with positive 
probability. In this situation, it will sometimes happen that all the random variables have 
the same distribution . In this case  is said to have stationary distribution . In his 
textbook on Markov Chains (Durrett, 2012, Section 1.4), Durrett states the following 
theorem. 
Strong Law for Markov Chains: Let  be a countable set, and let X0, X1,… be a 
sequence of -valued random variables on a probability space , which is a 
Markov chain having transition function p. Suppose p is irreducible and has stationary 
distribution . Let  be a real-valued function on , where  can be interpreted as a 
reward that we earn in state x. Suppose that . Then as , 
 
almost surely. This theorem is used as one of the major tools in Durrett’s textbook for 
solving problems and examples. A proof is given in his book using return times and the 
  2 
Strong Law of Large Numbers. In my paper, I will show how to derive his theorem in a 
different way as an application of the Ergodic Theorem.  
 
1   Stationary Stochastic Processes 
Let  be any set, and let  be a -algebra of subsets of , so that  is a measurable 
space. 
Let  be a probability space, and for each  let  be a measurable map from  to 
, so that  is a -valued random variable.  
In this paper,  
either (i) the space  will be the real line , and  will be the Borel sets , 
or (ii) the space  will be a countable set  which is the state space of Markov Chain, and 
 will be the collection of all subsets of . 
The key idea in our discussion of convergence is the concept of a stationary sequence.  
Definition 1 (Stationary sequences) 
A stochastic process (X0, X1,…) is strictly stationary if for each fixed non-negative integer 
k the distribution of the random vector (Xn, Xn+1,…, Xn+k) has the same distribution for all 
non-negative integers n.  
Although the stationary property is easy to check, when we actually give the proof of 
convergence in the Ergodic Theorem we will also need to work with the concept of a 
measure-preserving transformation. 
A measurable transformation T on a probability space  is called measure 
preserving if  is a measurable map from  to , and 
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for all . 
Definition 2 (A sequence generated with a measure-preserving transformation) 
For any measure-preserving transformation T, a sequence  of random variables 
will be said to be generated by  if 
 
The concepts described in Definition 1 and Definition 2 are closely connected. Any 
sequence generated with a measure-preserving transformation is stationary, and, 
conversely, any stationary sequence has a representation in terms of a sequence generated 
with a measure-preserving transformation. We will prove these statements in two steps.  
From Definition 2 to Definition 1 
Let  be a measure-preserving transformation on some probability space . 
Let  be a random variable on this space.  
Let 
 
so that  is generated by  in the sense of Definition 2. 
For any nonnegative integer , let  be a measurable subset of . 
Since  for each , 
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This shows that  has the same distribution as . 
Similarly, we can show that  has the same distribution as . 
Thus,  is stationary in the sense of Definition 1.  
From Definition 1 to Definition 2 
Let X be a sequence  of -valued random variables on a probability space 
, such that X is stationary in the sense of Definition 1. In the rest of this section 
we will show how to construct a representation  of  on , 
where  is the product sigma-algebra on the sequence space , and  is the 
distribution of  as a map into , so that  
 
for all  in . This representation has all the essential properties of the sequence , and 
we will show that it is generated with a measure-preserving transformation, so  satisfies 
Definition 2.  
For later use we recall some definitions generated with product -algebras.  
A measurable rectangle for  is a subset  of  where   
for each . Then a measurable rectangle for  is a subset 
. Thus a measurable rectangle in  is a set of the form 
 where  is a measurable rectangle in  for some .  
A cylinder set for  is a set of the form  where . 
The product sigma-algebra  is defined to be the -algebra generated by the 
measurable rectangles for . It is also the -algebra generated by the cylinder sets.  
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Let Zn be defined on the probability space  by . Notice 
that  reads the n-th coordinate of the sequence . For any , 
, so  is a measurable rectangle. Thus  is measurable.  
Define the shift transformation T such that 
.   (1) 
From the definitions,  . 
We will show that T is a measure-preserving transformation. First, we need to prove that 
T is measurable from  to .  
Let , and let  for each n, so that . 
Then  
 
is a measurable rectangle, and hence . 
Thus, 
 
Since any measurable rectangle can be expressed as  for some choice of 
, it  follows that  
 
for any measurable rectangle . 
The collection of sets  such that  is a -algebra. Since it contains all the 
measurable rectangles, it contains all sets in . Thus,  for any , 
and so T is measurable. 
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We would like to show that  is measure-preserving with respect to the measure . 
Let  be a measurable rectangle, so that 
 
for some subsets  of . 
Then  
 
 
 
Since  is stationary in the sense of Definition 1, 
 
 
This shows that  is measure-preserving on measurable rectangles with respect to the 
measure . 
We now recall Dynkin's  Theorem. This theorem is equivalent to one which was 
proved earlier by Sierpinski (see Fristedt-Gray 1997, Appendix G).  
Definition Let P and L be collections of subsets of a set X. The collection P is called a -
system if it is closed under finite intersections; i.e. if  then . 
The collection L is called a -system if the following hold: 
1. ; 
2. If  then ; 
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3. L is closed under countable disjoint unions; i.e. if  and if  
for every , then . 
Dynkin’s  Theorem   Let P be a -system of subsets of X, and let L be a -system 
of subsets of X. Suppose also that . Then: 
 
It is easy to check that the measurable rectangles for  form a -system. 
Let  be the collection of all sets  such that  
 
It is easy to check that  is a -system. 
By the   theorem,  contains the -algebra generated by measurable rectangles. 
That is, 
 
Thus  is measure-preserving on all of  with respect to . 
Since ,  is a sequence generated with a measure-preserving 
transformation  in the sense of Definition 2.  
Since  has the same joint distribution as , any physical meaningful 
property of  can be expressed in terms of . Thus we have shown 
that a good representation of the original process exists which satisfies Definition 2. We 
will refer to  as the coordinate representation for . 
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2   Functions of a Stationary Process 
Theorem 1 Let  be a probability space and let  be a sequence of -
valued random variables which is stationary in the sense of Definition 1. Let  be a real-
valued function on  which is measurable with respect to  . Let 
 for each . Then  is stationary in the sense of 
Definition 1.  
(Theorem 1 remains true if instead of a real-valued function  one considers a measurable 
function  with values in a general measurable space.) 
Proof of Theorem 1: 
Define . 
Define the shift  on  as in equation (1).  
Since  and  is measurable,  is measurable since  is measurable.  
Let  . 
If we let , we have  
 
or with briefer notation,  
 
Since each  is measurable, it is easy to check that  is measurable from  to . 
For example, let  be Borel subsets of . 
Let  Then  
 
and so  is measurable. 
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Thus the inverse image of any measurable rectangle in  is measurable. 
Since  is generated by measurable rectangles, it is the smallest -algebra containing 
measurable rectangles. 
Since the collection of all sets  such that  is measurable forms a -algebra, it 
must contain . 
Thus,  is measurable for any , so  is measurable.  
Let , and . 
Since X is stationary in the sense of Definition 1, each finite sequence  has 
the same distribution as . 
It follows that for any measurable rectangle , 
 
The collection of sets  such that  is a -system, while the 
collection of measurable rectangles is easily seen to be a -system. 
Hence by the  theorem,  holds for every set  in the -
algebra generated by measurable rectangles, that is, for every . 
Thus, we have proved that  and  has the same distribution. (The same argument 
shows that the distribution of any sequence  of random variables is completely 
determined by the finite-dimensional distributions of the sequence.) 
By definition,  . Let , so that  
. 
Let , and thus . 
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Since  and  have the same distribution, it is immediate that  and  have the same 
distribution. 
Thus,  is stationary in the sense of Definition 1. 
We can then apply this result: 
Example a: . If f is a measurable real-valued function on , then  
is stationary. 
Example b: .  If f is a measurable real-valued function on , then 
 is stationary 
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3   The Ergodic Theorem 
Let  be a measure-preserving transformation on a probability space . A set 
 will be said to be invariant for  if   
Lemma 1 Let  be the collection of all invariant sets for . Then  is a -algebra. If  is 
a real-valued function which is measurable with respect to , then  
Proof of Lemma 1: 
It follows easily from the definitions that  is a -algebra. Let  be measurable with 
respect to . 
Let . Then for any real number , . 
Since  is measurable with respect to , , and hence 
. 
Thus  , for every real number . 
Thus for any , if , then , so  and  also.  
Thus .  
Theorem 2 (The Ergodic Theorem) Let T be measure-preserving on . Then for 
any real-valued random variable  such that , with probability one 
 
where  is the invariant sigma-algebra. 
The theorem was proved in October 1931 by G.D. Birkhoff. A version of the ergodic 
theorem proving -convergence instead of almost sure convergence was obtained 
slightly earlier by John von Neumann (Bergelson, 2004).  
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Lemma 2 (Maximal Ergodic Theorem) Let T be a measure preserving transformation 
and  a random variable with . 
Define 
 
 
Then  
 
Proof of Lemma 2: 
The proof will follow the method given in Breiman (1992). This proof of the Maximal 
Ergodic Lemma is due to Garsia (1965).  
Let , so that 
 
Then  
 
For , so 
 
For , trivially  
 
Hence, for , 
 
That shows 
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Since , 
 
 
But we have  when  . 
Increasing the integration set does not change the integral of , while it can only 
make the integral of  larger.  
Further, T is measure preserving. This implies that  has the same distribution as 
, and hence has the same integral. 
Thus, 
 
 
This proves the lemma.  
The next lemma is given as Problem 9 in Section 12.2 of Fristedt and Gray (2013). 
Lemma 3 Let  be a sequence of identically-distributed real-valued random 
variables such that . Then with probability one 
 
Proof of Lemma 3: 
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For any , 
 
 
 
Hence by the first Borel-Cantelli Lemma, with probability one,  occurs at most 
finitely many times. Since  is arbitrary, this shows that with probability one, , 
proving the lemma.  
Proof of Theorem 2: 
The proof follows the steps in Breiman (1992) with some additional details.  
Let . Then  is measurable with respect to . By Lemma 1, , and 
so it is obvious that  
 
so the Ergodic Theorem holds for . Replacing  by , we assume from now on that 
. we must show that  
 
holds with probability one.  
We will first give the proof for a special case.  
Special case: 
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Assume that 
 
everywhere on . This condition is obvious when  is bounded, but may not hold in 
general.  
Let , and , for any .  
Since , it is easy to show that  . It follows that 
.  
Define , 
,  
.   
Note that  
 
By the maximal ergodic theorem, .  
Let , and let 
. 
It is easy to see that  converges upward to .  
By definition  is a subset of . On the other hand, clearly , so 
 contains . Hence . 
Since , by the Dominated Convergence theorem, 
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Thus,  
. 
Hence , and thus  with probability one.  
By a similar argument for the random variable , we obtain .  
Also  
Since  and  , with probability one 
 
this completes the proof under the special assumption that  holds everywhere. To 
finish the proof in the general case, we must give an additional argument. We need to 
prove the Ergodic Theorem for a random variable  such that .  
By Lemma 3,  
 
holds with probability one.  
Let  and let . Then .  
Let . Since  is measure-preserving,  for all . 
Let  be the union of the sets . Since  is countably additive, . 
Define the random variable  by  on ,  on . 
Then  holds with probability one, so  
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for every . Hence . 
Let . Suppose that  for some . Then  for some , and 
so , i.e. , so , contradiction.  
This shows that if  then  for every .  
Since  everywhere on ,  everywhere on  for all 
. 
Hence  
 
holds everywhere on .  
Since , if we can show that  
 
with probability one, then proof of the theorem will be complete.  
Since , , and so we know that   everywhere on . 
On the other hand, suppose that . There are two possibilities. If  for all 
, then  for all . If instead   for some , then for all 
 we have  
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Thus for all , , i.e.  holds everywhere. Since the Ergodic 
Theorem has already been proved under this assumption, the proof of the theorem is 
complete.  
Remarks: 
Let  be real-valued and stationary in the sense of Definition 1. 
In Section 1 we showed that the coordinate representation Z for X is generated by a 
measure-preserving transformation, in the sense of Definition 1.  
The probability measure for the sequence Z is  which is the distribution of X 
on the sequence space. 
Thus, by the ergodic theorem we have that  
 
converges with Q-probability one.  
Thus,  
 
holds with Q-probability one. 
Since 
 
 
we have that 
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holds with P-probability one. 
Therefore we can conclude that from the Ergodic Theorem for  that  
 
converges with probability one. 
In Example a of Section 2, where  takes values in a general set , and  is real-valued, 
assume that . Then  
 
converges with probability one. 
In Example b of Section 2, assume that . Then   
 
 converges with probability one.  
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4   Ergodic Transformations 
Let  be a measure-preserving transformation on a probability space .  
 is said to be ergodic if for every invariant set ,  or . 
For any stationary sequence , the sequence will be said to be ergodic if the 
coordinate representation of the sequence on sequence space (described in Section 1) is 
ergodic with respect to the shift transformation on sequence space.  
Equivalently,  is ergodic if for any measurable subset  of sequence space 
which is invariant under the shift, either  or 
. 
When  is real-valued with finite expectation, the Ergodic Theorem states that  
 
Hence the limit is equal almost surely to a function which is measurable with respect to 
the invariant -algebra. 
Thus for an ergodic transformation, the limit in the Ergodic Theorem is the constant 
function equal to . 
Notice that for an ergodic stationary sequence , the conclusion of the ergodic 
theorem is the same as the conclusion of the SLLN for an identical and independent 
distributed sequence , but the assumption is more general.  
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5   Markov Chains and Stationary Processes 
Let  be a countable set, and let  be the collection of all subsets of . A transition 
function with state space  is a function  from  to  such that for all , 
 
A sequence of random variables  is said to be a Markov Chain with transition 
function p if for all , whenever 
 
We have 
 
Equivalently,  is said to be a Markov Chain with transition function p if for all 
, 
 
 
 
By induction, 
 
 
for any . We call this the path probability formula. For a sequence 
, and a transition function , it is easy to see that the path probability formula 
(M-2) holds if and only if the Markov property (M-1) holds.  
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A transition function  on a countable state space is said to be irreducible if for all points 
 in , there exists a sequence of points  in  such that  and 
 for . Because of the path probability formula, to say that  is 
irreducible implies that a Markov chain with transition function  which starts at a point 
 can move with positive probability from  to , for any points  and . A Markov 
chain with irreducible transition function  is said to be an irreducible Markov chain.  
For any positive integer  and any non-negative integer , by the path probability 
formula we have 
 
 
Since 
 
 
this gives 
 
 
Summing over all possible values of  then gives 
 
. 
We will call this the path probability formula starting at time . 
Taking  in the path probability formula starting at time , we have 
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If  this is equivalent to 
 
We will call this the one-step transition formula.  
Summing over  in the equation , we 
obtain 
 
This equation also follows from the Law of Total Probability and the one-step transition 
formula. We will call this equation the updating formula for distributions. 
A function :  will be called a distribution on  if  
 
If  for all  in  then we say that  is the distribution of .  
A distribution  is said to be a stationary distribution if , for every , 
 
It can be shown that for an irreducible transition function , if a stationary distribution 
exists then it is unique (Norris, 1998, Theorem 1.7.7).  
It is an easy fact that, for a stationary distribution , if  and  then 
. Hence when the transition function is irreducible and the stationary 
distribution exists, it is positive everywhere.  
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If it happens that  for all , so that  is the distribution of , then 
the updating formula , together with the 
definition of a stationary distribution, shows us that  is also the distribution of .  
Thus if it happens that  has distribution , then  has distribution  for all . 
Theorem 3 Let  be a discrete-time Markov Chain with stationary distribution  
such that  has distribution . Then  is stationary in the sense of Definition 1.  
Proof of Theorem 3: 
Let , and  be any non-negative integer. 
It was already noted that for each ,  has distribution . Thus, 
 
By the path probability formula starting at , 
 
 
 
Similarly by the path probability formula starting at , 
 
 
 
Thus, 
 
Let  be any subset of   
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Summing both sides of the preceding equation over all  such that 
, we obtain, 
 
Hence the distribution of  is equal to the distribution of . 
It follows that the distribution of  is the same for all , and thus  is 
stationary in the sense of Definition 1. This proves the Theorem.  
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6   Markov Chains on Sequence Space 
Given a Markov transition function  on  and a distribution  on , the next lemma, 
which will not be proved, shows that there always exists a Markov chain with Markov 
transition function  and initial distribution . In fact, as the lemma shows, the chain can 
always be defined on the sequence space  with a given transition function and a given 
initial distribution (Revuz, 1984, Theorem 2.8).  
Lemma 4 Let  be a Markov transition function on a countable set . Let :  be 
a function such that  Let  be the collection of all subsets of . Then 
exists a unique probability measure  on  such that  is a Markov chain with 
respect to  having Markov transition function , such that  for every 
. 
The measure  described in the lemma will often be denoted by . If  and  is the 
function such that  and  for all , then  will also be denoted by 
. 
The path probability formula shows easily that for any ,  
                                 
(Q-x-1) 
and,  
                                                                          
(Q-x-2) 
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Using this fact and the  theorem, it can be shown that if  is any probability 
measure on  such that  is a Markov chain with respect to  having Markov 
transition function , and such that , then 
 
for every  
Thus the chain with probability measure  is obtained from the chain with probability 
measure  by restricting attention to paths starting at the point .  
We can use the probabilities  to prove a more general form of the Markov property.  
Lemma 5 (General Markov property) Let  and let . Let  be any 
probability measure such that  is a Markov chain with respect to  and having 
transition function . Then 
 
 
 
Proof of Lemma 5: 
First suppose that  for some  
If  then using the path probability formula for , the left side of the equation is  
 
 
and this is also equal to the right side of the equation using the path probability formula 
for , by equation Q-x-1.  
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If , the left side is zero since the relevant set is empty, while the right side is zero 
since  is zero by equation Q-x-2.  
Now suppose that  for some subsets  of . 
Summing both sides of the equation in the previous case over all 
 we see that the equation holds in this case also. 
We have shown that the equation holds when  is any measurable rectangle in . The 
collection of all measurable rectangles is a  system. The collection of sets  such 
that the equation holds is easily seen to be a  system. Hence, by the  theorem, the 
collection of sets  such that the equation holds contains the -algebra generated 
by the measurable rectangles, i.e. it contains all of . 
This proves the lemma. 
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7   Applying the Ergodic Theorem to Markov Chains 
Lemma 6 Let  be an irreducible Markov transition function on . Suppose that there 
exists a stationary distribution  for . Let  be the probability measure such that 
 is a Markov chain with respect to  having transition function  and initial 
distribution . Then the sequence  is ergodic. 
Proof of Lemma 6: 
Let  be a measurable subset of  such that , where  is the shift. We must 
show that  or . 
Let .  
Since , 
 
That is, . 
Define the function  on  by  
 
By additivity, 
 
Since  
 
Since  is invariant, 
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By Lemma 5, 
 
Let . Since  is invariant, 
 
 
 
By Lemma 5, 
 
 
 
Thus if  
 
that is, 
 
Using the definition of conditional expectation as a random variable, we have proved that 
 
By the Martingale Theorem,  converges with probability one to some limit . For 
any , and any set ,  
 
since  
By the Dominated Convergence Theorem, it follows that 
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Let  be the collection of all sets  such that for some non-negative integer  which may 
demand on , . That is, let  
 
Then  is a -system, and  for all . The collection  of all sets 
 such that  is easily seen to be a -system. By the  theorem, 
. Thus , so  
 
for every . 
Since  and  are both measurable with respect to , it follows that  
holds almost surely. That is,  with probability one.  
Since  is stationary,  has the same distribution for all . Hence the 
distribution of  is the same as the distribution of . Thus with probability one, 
 
Let  be the set of  such that . Then   
But  for all . Hence . 
Let , . Then . 
Suppose that both  and  are nonempty. 
Since  is irreducible, there exists points  and  such that  
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Hence 
 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus either  or .  
Suppose . Then  for all . By equation (C-1) with , 
 
Similarly if  we have . 
This proves the lemma. 
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8   Conclusions 
Let the assumptions of Lemma 6 hold. Since the transition function  is assumed to be 
irreducible, we know that the chain  is ergodic, and so by the Ergodic Theorem, 
for any  measurable function  on  such that , we have 
 
-almost surely. 
Let  be the set of points in  where 
 
does not converge to . 
Then , so  
Since  for all , for all . 
Now let  be any initial distribution. Then  
 
This shows that 
 
-almost surely. 
If one is given a Markov chain  on some general probability space having 
transition function  such that  is irreducible, we can use the arguments already made at 
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the end of Section 3 about moving convergence proofs to the representation  of 
the chain defined on .  
If the distribution of  is , then the probability  for the sequence  will be . 
Thus, assuming that  has stationary distribution , it follows that  
 
-almost surely. 
If we let , this equation becomes 
 
-almost surely. This is the Strong Law for Markov Chains stated at the beginning of the 
paper.  
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